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Abstract. The reduced Witt rings of certain formally real fields are

computed here in terms of some basic arithmetic invariants of the fields. For

some fields, including the rational function field in one variable over the

rational numbers and the rational function field in two variables over the real

numbers, this is done by computing the image of the total signature map on

the Witt ring. For a wider class of fields, including all those with only finitely

many square classes, it is done by computing the Witt rings of certain

ultracompletions of the field and representing the reduced Witt ring as an

appropriate subdirect product of the Witt rings of the ultracompletions. The

reduced Witt rings of a still wider class of fields, including for example the

fields of transcendence degree one and the rational function field in three

variables over the real numbers, are computed similarly, except that

the description of the subdirect product no longer involves only local

conditions.

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with the problem of computing the

structure of the reduced Witt ring, i.e. the Witt ring modulo its nil radical, of

a formally real field in terms of more basic arithmetic invariants of the field.

Among the invariants that concern us are the orderings of the field, their

associated real places, and the value groups of these real places. Our procedure

will be to find the structure of the Witt rings of certain localizations of the

field, and then to try to piece these together to obtain the structure of the

reduced Witt ring of the field.

The "local-global principle" of A. Pfister [15, Satz 22] implies that an

element of the reduced Witt ring of a formally real field is determined by the

signatures (with respect to all the orderings of the field) of a quadratic form

representing the element. Hence an explicit computation of the image of the

total signature map on the reduced Witt ring of a formally real field gives a

description of the reduced Witt ring as a subdirect product of the Witt rings
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of its real closures (with respect to all the orderings of the field). For some

important classes of fields, the image of the total signature map can be

described quite simply (e.g. [12, Corollary 3.21]). However it appears that in

general any description of the image of the total signature map must be rather

formal and involve complicated invariants associated with the set of orderings

of the field. An alternative procedure is to represent the reduced Witt ring as

a subdirect product of the Witt rings of certain " ultracompletions" of the field.

The Witt rings of these ultracompletions, while not as simple as the Witt rings

of real closures, are still fairly transparent. Moreover, their richer structure is

used in formulating "compatibility" conditions which describe how the

reduced Witt rings of at least some fields are represented as subdirect products

of the Witt rings of their ultracompletions. For such fields one also obtains a

computation of the image of the total signature map. This is done by

computing the images of the total signature maps for the ultracompletions,

and then pasting together these local results. The resulting description of the

image of the total signature map is rather formal. In some cases it can be

specialized to a more useful form. In other cases, the computation of the

reduced Witt ring in terms of the Witt rings of the ultracompletions appears

to give more insight.

Ultracompletions of a field with respect to places from the field into the real

numbers are introduced in §2. We show there how the space of orderings, the

Witt ring, and the image of the total signature map of an ultracompletion at

a real place can each be computed in terms of the square factor group of the

value group of the real place. We then recall (in §3) that the reduced Witt ring

of a formally real field can be represented as a subdirect product of the Witt

rings of its ultracompletions. We introduce certain parity and continuity

conditions which elements of this subdirect product must satisfy; we call those

fields "exact" for which these conditions characterize elements of the subdirect

product. Some classes of exact fields are presented in §4; particular attention

is paid to SAP fields [9, Definition 1.4], superpythagorean fields [9, Definition

4.4], rational function fields, and Henselian valued fields. An apparently

weaker condition than exactness, "near exactness", is studied in §5; for these

fields one can again describe the reduced Witt ring as a subdirect product of

the Witt rings of the ultracompletions, but only by involving less simple

invariants of the field. Among the fields shown to be near exact are the

formally real fields of transcendence degree one (respectively, two) over the

rational (respectively, real) numbers, and the rational function field in one

variable over any such field. In §6, fields admitting only finitely many places

into the real numbers are shown to be exact. (Any field with only finitely many

distinct orderings is of this type.) In this case a very explicit computation of

the reduced Witt ring is possible. The image of the total signature map for an
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exact field is computed in §7. This rather formal computation is then

specialized to various classes of fields, including the rational function field in

one variable over the rational numbers and the rational function field in two

variables over the real numbers. Certain fields of transcendence degree one

with prescribed real-valued places are constructed in §8; this construction

answers a question raised in §5 and a question of Bröcker [20] and Prestel [21].

F will always denote a formally real field. We let 6(F) denote the set of

orderings of F, given the coarsest topology with V(a) = {P £ 0(F): a E P)

open for all a E F. (An "ordering" on F is the set of positive elements in a

linear order on F making F an ordered field.) 911(F) will denote the set of

places from F into the field F of real numbers; we call such places "real

places". (Caution: the term "real place" is used elsewhere in a less restrictive

sense; cf. [10], [16].) There is a canonical surjection it: 0(F) -* 911(F); we give

911(F) the finest topology in which m is continuous. (For P E 0(F), tt(P) is the

unique real place which is never negative on P [2].) For each a E 0(F), let

0a = vT_1(a). The sets 0O (o E 911(F)) partition 0(F). For each a E F' and

F £ 0(F), we let (a,P) denote 1 if a £ F and -1 if a £ F. Let W(F) and

Wted(F) denote the Witt ring and reduced Witt ring of F, respectively.

Z, Q, R denote the sets of integers, rational numbers, and real numbers,

respectively. For any unitary ring S, we denote its multiplicative group of units

by S'. For any set A, we let \A\ denote the symbol co if A is infinite and the

number of elements in A if A is finite. A\B denotes the set of elements of the

set A which are not in the set B. The identity of a multiplicative group and the

trivial group which it generates are both denoted by 1.

2. Ultracompletions. Throughout this section we let o denote a fixed element

of 911(F). By the ullracompletion of F at o we mean the pair (F0,ö) where Fg

denotes the ultracompletion of F at the prime value associated with o and 3

denotes the canonical extension of a to a real place on F0 [5, Definition 1.5

(and Example 1.1C)]. The reader is invited to treat the next lemma as a "short-

cut" definition of the ultracompletion.

(2.1) Lemma. There is a maximal field extension K/F such that o extends to a

real place t on K which maps onto R (i.e. has residue class field R) and such that

t has the same value group as o. For any such pair (K,t) there exists an F-

isomorphism \p: Fa~* K with vty = a.

That a and t have the same value group means that the natural map from

the value group of the valuation ring a-1 (F) to that of t~x(R) is bijective. The

lemma summarizes part of [5, §1]. The existence and uniqueness (up to

"analytic isomorphism") of the extension K/F follows easily from (19,

Theorem 5, p. 38 and Lemma 19, p. 218] and [11, proof of Theorem 7],
respectively.
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(2.2) Notation. Let v. F -» K U {00} be a place. Let vT: F -* AT denote

the map taking each element of F to its image in the square factor group of

the value group of the valuation ring t~x(K). Thus we may identify AT with

F'/t~x(K') • F and vT with the canonical surjection. We will regard AT as a

discrete abelian group and its character (or "dual") group A* = Hom(AT,Z')

as a compact abelian group [17, 1.7.3(a)].

We now compute the topological space 0a = 77-1(a) in terms of A0.

(2.3) Lemma. Let P, T G 0O. There exists a homomorphism (P,T) E A*

with

<P,T}(va(a)) = (a,P)(a,T)

for all a G F. For any P E 0O, the induced map <F, •>: 0a -> A* is a

homeomorphism.

Proof. See [2], or see Remark (2.6) below.

We can now compute 5TL(F¿) and 0(2£).

(2.4) Lemma. 5 is the only real place on Fa, i.e., <DTL(F¿) = {ö}. The map

P i-> P (1 F gives a homeomorphism from B{Fa) onto 0O.

Proof. Just suppose Fa admits a real place t with t # 0. Then there exists

a E Fa with t(a) < 0 < a{a) < 00 [3, Theorem 2.1 A]. Since Fa is a maximal

field, it is Henselian. Thus a G Fa2 (cf. Lemma (2.1)). But then r(a) < 0 is

impossible. The second sentence of Lemma (2.4) follows from the first, and the

bijections of Lemma (2.3). (Note that there is a natural bijection Aa -» As, cf.

Lemma (2.1).)

One can also prove the second part of (2.4) by arguing directly that if

P E 0o,then{a£2: a G P,b G F¿'} is the unique extension of P to an ordering

oîF.

We will often write Aö and va in place of As and vg, and identify elements

of 0O with the corresponding elements of B{F0).

The Witt ring of Fa is an integral group ring since Fa is superpythagorean

(e.g., see [6, Corollary 8] and [9, 5.13(8)]). Indeed, the isomorphism W{Fa)

ss Z(Aa) may be chosen "almost" canonically.

(2.5) Theorem. Let P G 0(2«;). There is an isomorphism $p: W{Fa) -» Z(A0)

such that for all a G F0,

<PP{(a)) = {a,P)v0{a).

The map $p is uniquely determined since the elements {a} {a E Fa)

generate W{Fa). (For any ax, ...,an G Fa, we let (ax,... ,an} denote the

element of W{Fa) representing the quadratic form a, x2 + • • • + anx2)
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Proof. Let <b: Fa -* Z(Aa) be the group homomorphism

<¡>(a) - (a,P)v0(a)    {a E F0).

To establish the existence of the ring homomorphism $p it suffices to show

that the elements (¡>(a) (a E Fa) satisfy the same relations as do the generators

<a> (a £ F0) of W(Fa). This boils down to showing that

(1) <p(a) + <t>(b) = $(a + b) + <¡>(ab(a + b))

whenever a, b, a + b E Fa [14, Lemma 1.1, p. 85]. Let v be the valuation

associated with the place 5; then v induces va and we may regard v as assigning

to each element of Fg its Archimedean class with respect to F. If v (a) = v(b)

= v(a + b), then one easily verifies relation (1). If not, then we might as well

assume that v(a + b) ¥= v(a). Then either v(a + b) = v(b), in which case

(a + b,P) = (b,P), or else v(a + b) ¥= v(b), in which case v(d) = v(b) and

(a,P) = (-b,P). In either case, (1) is easily verified. The set a~x(R')Fa is in

the kernel of the group homomorphism $: Fa -* W(Fa) given by

tfa) - (a,P)(a)       (a £ F0).

Hence \p induces a group homomorphism A0 -* W(F0), and thence a ring

homomorphism Sh Z(A0) -> W(Fa). Since ^ and $P are clearly inverse maps,

$p is an isomorphism. The theorem is proven.

(2.6) Remark. For any P, T E 0(Fa) and a E Fa we have

<S>P*ïl(v0(a)) = (<',P)(<*,T)v0(a)-

This shows that the map <(P, F) of Lemma (2.3) is well defined, and that it

induces in a natural way the automorphism «^«ïy1 of Z(A0). The only hard

part of Lemma (2.3) to verify is the surjectivity of <F, •). This can be done

with either the ramification theoretic argument of [2] or by applying [14, Main

Lemma (3.5), p. 67] (any tj E A* induces a ring homomorphism Z(A0) -+ Z;

the kernel of the composition of this homomorphism with $p corresponds to

an ordering F with <F, F) = tj).

Let ta : W(Fa) -* H^Fc) Z denote the total signature map on W(Fa). Thus

>„««» = ((a,P))Fem       (a E F0).

ta is injective [15, Satz 22]; we now compute its image. (This computation

was done in [6, §3], but in a form less convenient for our purposes here.)

Give the discrete group A0 the measure p with /¿({À}) = 1 for all X E Aa.

We will also use ju to denote the unique translation-invariant measure on A*

with w(A*) = 1 (cf. (2.2) and [17, 1.1.3]). For any topological space X, let
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C(X,Z) denote the ring of continuous integer-valued functions on X. (Z has

the discrete topology.) We may regard ta as mapping into C{Ü{Fa),Z). Let

P G 0(2£); P will be fixed for the remainder of this section. We will analyze

ta by means of a commutative diagram:

W(F0)-^—c(ö(f0),z)

$pl 1%

Z(Aa)-'—-C(A0*,Z).

Note that Z(A0) is simply the ring of continuous integer-valued functions on

(the discrete group) Aa with compact support. The map t' in the above

diagram is Fourier transformation:

t'{l-\)(4>) = m      {X E Aa,<p E A*).

The map ^!p is the isomorphism induced by the homeomorphism (P, •) of

Lemma (2.3). The diagram itself is easily checked to commute. By the

inversion theorem [17, 1.5.1], an element/ G C(A*,Z) is in the image of t' if

and only if fA* /(<p)c/>(À) d§ E Z for all X E Aa (i.e., its Fourier transform is

integer-valued). Hence an element of C{B{Fa),Z) is in the image of ta if and

only if

(2) JA? *,(/)(*)*(X)¿* G Z   for all X G A0.

The homeomorphism <P, •) allows us to lift the measure on A* back to ®{Fa).

If this is done, then (2) becomes

(3) fe{^f{SKP,S}{X)dS E Z   forallXGAö.

We have proved

(2.7) Theorem. The image of t0 consists of all f G C(6(Fa),Z) which satisfy

(3).

Theorem (2.7) takes an especially simple form when the group Aa is small

enough.

(2.8) Corollary. Suppose \Aa\ < 4. Then lmta consists of all the maps

f G C{6{Fa),Z) such that f(S) = f(T) (mod2) for all S, T E 0(Fj and

2see(f„)/(S) = 0(mod|Ao|).

One should note that the measure we have introduced on 6(Fa) is indepen-

dent of the choice of P. For, if F G e(Fa) then p <> <P, •> ° <F, ->_1 = p (by

the uniqueness of Haar measures), so p ° (P, •> = p ° (T, •).
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(2.9) Remark. Only minor modifications in the above computation of Im ta

are required if one wishes to avoid the choice of an ordering F (and use of the

map <F, •)) [6, §3]. One can give conditions equivalent to (3) which not only

avoid the use of a chosen ordering F but also avoid the use of any measure

theory. We restrict ourselves here to remarking that the following conditions

are equivalent (for/ £ C{B{Fg),Z)):

(A)fElmtg.
(B) For every finite subgroup T of A* we have 2,Tf(T) = 0 (mod|r|)

where the sum is taken over all F £ <F, •)" (T).

(C)fmfiT){a,T)dT £ Z for all a E Fg .
(D) Sv{a) f(T)dT e ÂV(a))Z for all a £ Fg .

(Here, u is also used to denote the measure on 0(Fg).) See [6, §3] for the

equivalence of these statements.

The next two lemmas will be used in §7.

(2.10) Lemma. Forf £ C(B(Fg),Z) and P £ 0(FJ,

f(P)=   2   Lj(SKP,S)(X)dS.

Proof. Apply the inversion theorem [17, 1.5.1] to ^F(f).

(2.11) Lemma. Let P £ 0(Fg) and q £ W(Fg). Iff = tg(q), then

®P(q)=   2   (LrJ(S){P,S/(X)ds)x.
xeA, Veto) /

Proof. Apply the inversion theorem to $P(q).

3. Exact fields: Definition. Let WTed(F) denote the reduced Witt ring of F.

We define three homomorphisms:

,:«i,z'

V^red^)-»      H       W(Fg),
oe?n(F)

h-     u     W{F0)^T[Z.
o£<0l(F) e(F)

The map t is induced by the total signature map on ff (F). Formally,

'«a>red) = ((a>P))peo(F)   for a11 a e F'

where c7red is used to denote the image of an element q E W(F) under the

canonical map W(F) -» Wied(F). The map /0 is induced by the functorial

maps W(F) -± W(Fg) (o E 91(F)). That is,
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'o(<7red) = (S ® Fo)oeVl(F)    for a11 9 S  W)

where ¿7 ® 2¿ denotes the image of an element 7 G W(F) under the map

W(F) -* W(Fa). t0 is well defined since each of the rings W(Fg) is reduced, i.e.

has no nonzero nilpotent elements (Theorem (2.5)). Finally, tx is essentially the

product of the maps ta (a G 511(F)). That is,

(4) 'lWae-aKF)) = ^(P)(^(/'))(i>))pee(F)

for all (qa)0GVi(F) E Tlvi(F) w(Fo)- (In (4) we have identified each P G 0(F)

with its canonical extension to an ordering in ®{Frpf) -cf. Lemma (2.4).)

(3.1) Lemma, t = txt0.

This lemma, whose proof is immediate, shows that t0 is injective (cf. [5,

Theorem 3.3]), and hence that Wred{F) = lmtQ. We now turn to the problem

of computing Im í0.

(3.2) Notation. Let 0, t G 911(F). We let [a,r] denote the finest place

through which o and t factor. Thus [ct,t] is the place associated with the

valuation ring <j-1 (F) • t-1 (F). We will write v0J and AaT in place of i*.i and

Ara>T] (cf. (2.2)). The value group of [a, t] is a homomorphic image of the value

group of a [18, Chapter C], so we have a canonical map waT: Aa -> AaT.

Specifically, w   (v0(a)) = t^T(ö) for all a G F'. Thus

(5) w„r o v  = w    o vr.

The map vaT induces a homomorphism v'ay. W{Fa) -» Z2(A0T) determined by

the rule, for all a G Fa,

Vv«a» = O + 2Z)V(a).

(The maps w0T and Z -> Z2 = Z/2Z together induce a homomorphism

w£T: Z(Aa) -* Z2(AaT) whose composition with any of the maps $P of

Theorem (2.5) gives the map v'a T above. This proves existence.)

We now define the homomorphism

w n^(Fa)-»   n/ z2(A0tr)

by the rule: for any ? = {q?\eg^F) E \lpe^(F) W{Fp),

v**(q) = (v'„,M + l,;,0(«7T))a,Te%(f)-

Notice that the kernel of v^ consists of all (q ) with

(6) v'a,M = KM
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for all o,t E 911(F). (The "compatibility condition" (6) is closely related to

those of [3, Theorem 2.1] and [18, Theorem 3, p. 136].)

(3.3) Definition. Fis called exact if the sequence

(7) W^iF) - txx(C(B(F),Z)) -»      II      Z2(A0jT)

is an exact sequence. The homomorphisms in (7) are obtained by restricting

the codomain and domain of tQ and i^, respectively.

One should note that tQ does map into tx~x(C(B(F),Z)); this follows from

Lemma (3.1) and the fact that t maps into C(6(F),Z). Later we shall see that

if we give Ug^/r) W(Fg) the "open-path topology", then txx(C(B(F),Z)) is

precisely the set of continuous maps in Ilgit(i-) W(Fg) (cf. Lemma (5.10)). Thus

F is exact if and only if Imr0 consists of all continuous elements of

n<3n(F) W(Fg) which satisfy the compatibility condition (6).

(3.4) Remark. For any field F we have

(8) Imr0 C tx-x(C(0(F),Z)) n Keri^

and

(9) Im/ Q C(e(F),Z) n f,(Kert^).

F is an exact field precisely when equality holds in one (and hence in both) of

(8) or (9).

If F is exact, then Wted(F) is determined up to ring isomorphism by the

following basic invariants of F: the spaces 6(F) and 911(F), the groups Aa and

Agr(o,T E 911(F)), and the maps wOT and (P,T) (o,t E 911(F) and P, T

E 0O). (This is an immediate consequence of Theorem (7.1) below. It also can

be easily deduced from Definition (3.3); one uses Lemma (2.3) and Theorem

(2.5) to replace the map tx in (7) by an appropriate map ILjiií/.) Z(Ag)

""* Tle(F) Z'> for a similar argument see Remark (6.2D) below.) The computa-

tion of these invariants is more or less in the domain of general valuation

theory (and expecially ramification theory).

The next section is devoted to showing that various classes of fields are

exact. In the remainder of this section we specialize some of the concepts

above to some cases of particular interest.

(3.5) Remarks. (A) One can easily show that |AJ < 2 for all a E 911(F) if

and only if every/ £ C(B(F),Z) of constant parity is in Imr, (cf. Theorem

(2.7) and Corollary (2.8)). (/ E C(B(F),Z) has "constant parity" if and only

if/(F) =/(F) (mod2) for all P, T E 0(F).) Any formally real algebraic

extension of Q(x) has the above property.
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(B) It is also easy to show that Aor = 1 for all o, t G 9H(F) with a ± «r if

and only if Ker 14^ consits precisely of those elements of IX^r/r) W(Fa) of

constant dimension-index, (g E ILm//) W(F0) has "constant dimension-in-

dex" when for every 0, t G 911(F), the dimension-index of g(a) equals that of

g(r).) Any formally real algebraic extension of R(x) has the above property.

(C) If F is a field satisfying the conditions in (A) and (B) above, then F is

exact if and only if

(10) Imt = C(0(F),2Z) + Z- 1

(cf. (9) above). The fields which satisfy condition (10) are called SAP fields [12,

Corollary 3.21], [9, Definition 1.4].

(D) Elman, Lam and Prestel [10, p. 295] have shown that Fis a SAP field if

and only if F satisfies the following two conditions of Prestel [16, (2.2)]:

(A') IAa I < 2 for any place 0 from F into a formally real field.

(B') |0(F)| = 1 for any place 0: F -> K U {00} onto a formally real field K

with A0 ¥= 1.

It is easy to check that (A') and the conditions in (A) are equivalent, and

that when (A') holds then (B') and the conditions in (B) are equivalent. The

necessity of (A') for SAP fields follows immediately. One can prove the

necessity of (B') for SAP fields from the observation that if |A0| < 2 for all

a E 911(F) and /.(Keri^) D C(0(F),2Z), then A0T = 1 for all 0 # t in

9H(F). (Sketch of proof. Suppose AaT # 1. Then there is an open and closed

set U C 0(F) with |t7 n (0„ U 0T)| '= 3. The map sending U to 2 and the rest

of 0(F) to 0 cannot be in tx{Kerv^*).)

Fields satisfying conditions (A) or (B) above will be studied again in later

sections.

4. Exact fields: Examples.

(4.1) Proposition. All SAP fields are exact.

Thus, F is exact if it is isomorphic to the field Q((x)) of Laurent series, or if

it is an algebraic extension of either R{{x)), Q, or the field of rational functions

R{x). To prove the proposition, note that for any field F we have

(11) Im/ C C(e(F),Z) n /,(KerO C Z • 1 + C(0(F),2Z).

If F is a SAP field, then both inclusions in (11) must be equality, and so F is

exact (cf. Remarks (3.4) and (3.5C)).

(4.2) Proposition. All superordered fields are exact. In particular, all superpy-

thagorean fields are exact.

Recall that a field F is called superordered if every subgroup of F of index

two containing 2F'2 and excluding -1 is an ordering of F [6]. (Here, 2F'2
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denotes the subgroup of F' of sums of squares.) The superpythagorean fields

are precisely the Pythagorean superordered fields. The proposition implies, for

example, that R((x))((y)) (iterated Laurent series) and Q[\j2]((x)) are exact.

Neither of these fields is a SAP field.

Proof. Suppose F is superordered. If F admits only one real place, it is

clearly exact. Hence we may suppose without loss of generality that F admits

exactly two real places a and t and that the maps wgT and wrg are

isomorphisms [6, Corollary 10]. Suppose (q,q') E Keri^ C W(Fg) X W(FT).

We must show (q,q') E lmt0. Without loss of generality we may assume

q' = 0. (If necessary, consider (q,q') - t0(q"ed) where q" E W(F) has

q" ®FT = q'.) Then v'gr(q) = 0, so q £ 2W(Fg) (Theorem (2.5)). thus there

exists q0 £ W(F) with2(c70 ® Fg) = q. Pick c E F' with t(c) < 0 < o(c)

< co [3, Theorem 2.1A]. Then /0 maps ({l,c}q0)ted to (q,q').

The next lemma gives a criterion for exactness which will be applied in the

proofs of Theorems (4.4) and (4.5).

(4.3) Lemma. F is exact if and only if the map WKd(F)/2WKd(F)

-* Kerf++/2 Keri^ induced by t0 is injective.

Proof. (=>) Suppose q E Wrtd(F) and t0(q) = 2g, where g £ Keri^*.

Then tx(g) = \t(q) is continuous. Hence g = t0(q') for some q' E WTed(F)

(Fis exact). Since t0(2q') = t0(q), we have q E 2Jfred(F) (t0 is injective).

(«=) Let g £ Keri^* n tx~x(C(e(F),Z)). We must show g £ Imr0. There

exists a least integer m > 0 such that for some qm E WTed(F),

VQ(qm) = t(qm) = 2mtx(g)-tx(2mg)

[12, Theorem 3.18(i)]. Thus tQ(qm) = 2mg (tx is injective since it is a product

of total signature maps on reduced Witt rings). If m > 0, then by hypothesis

am =}am-\    for   some    Im-l  E Wted(F)-   But   this   imPlies   that   '(?m-l)

- 2m ltx(g) (WTed(F) is torsion-free [15, Satz 22]) contradicting the choice of

m. Hence m = 0, so g = t0(qm).

(4.4) Theorem. Suppose all the formally real simple algebraic extensions of F

are exact. Then the rational function field F(x) is exact.

(4.5) Applications. (A) F(x) is exact. F(x) also satisfies conditions (A) and

(B) of Remark (3.5) and hence is a SAP field. For other proofs of this see [10,

Theorem I] and [7, Theorem 15].

(B) R(x,y) (rational functions in two variables) and Q(x) are exact. Neither

is a SAP field. More generally, F(y) is exact if F is algebraic over Q or F(x)

(see, for example, [10, Theorem I] and [3, Theorem 4.1]). We will study the

total signature map on these fields in §7.

(C) Further applications of (4.4) will be made when we have more examples

of exact fields (cf. (4.8C) and (6.2B)).
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Proof of (4.4). Suppose q G W(F{x)) and t0(qTS.d) G 2 Kert^. It suffices

to show that qTed E 2WKd{F{x)) (Lemma (4.3)).

Let 77 G F[x] be monic and irreducible. Set Fv = F[x]/(n) and let «^ = <bv:

F{x) -* 2£ U {oo} be the canonical 7r-adic place. The Springer residue homo-

morphisms 8¡„: W{F{x)) -* W(Fjr) (i ~ 1,2) are determined by the rule that

for each a G <¡TX (2£') and/ G Z we have 5ÍT«7T-/'a)) equal to 0 if / +j is even

and equal to <cf>(a)> if i + / is odd [14, p. 85, Lemma (1.2)]. Now suppose 2£ is

formally real. Let o G 911(2«;). Then 0<> G 9IL(F(x)) and ci) extends to a place

F{x)a. -* (2£.)0 U (oo) whose valuation ring is discrete rank one with prime

element m. (The place <f> can be extended to a place ^ on a maximal field K

containing F(x) such that $ has the same value group as cf> and ¡f> has residue

class field (fJ)0 [19, Theorem 5, p. 38 and Lemma 19, p. 218]. But then {K,s$)

is the ultracompletion of F(x) at 0<¡> [5, Lemmas 1.16 and 1.17].) Let

8¡¡a: W(F(x)0lt>) ̂ W{{FJ0)       (i - 1,2)

be the corresponding Springer residue maps. We then have a commutative

diagram

(12)

W{F{x))

MF(x)a0)

6,-.

ho

W(F„)

W((FJa)

where the vertical maps are the functorial maps.

Now let 0, t G 91t(Fff). Then [o<¡>, t<¡>] = [o, t]<¡> so we have an exact sequence

1
\,T *   \<p,T<j>

A, 1

([18, Chapter C]; the injectivity of the map tj follows from the fact that the

value group of [a, t] corresponds to a convex subgroup of the value group of

[o<b, Tcb]). Now, every element of A^,^ has the form tj(X)i/0^tí>(77-/') for some

X G A0   and/ G Z. Thus we have homomorphisms

Sf-z2(K^)-^ UK)    0"= L*)

which take each tj(A)i»0, t, {nJ) to 0 if /' +/ is even and to X if / +/ is odd. The

diagram

W*W
s.-

H(FX)

(13)

S,-
22(Aa0jT0)-^Z2(A0)T)
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is easily checked to commute for / = I, 2 (cf. (3.2)).

By hypothesis there exist qg £ W(F(x)) (for each o £ 91t(F(x))) such that

(14) 'rAed) = 2(?„ ® F(x)0)oeqE(f) £ 2 Kert^

(the maps W(F) -* W(Fg) ' are surjective for any o £ 9H(F) since Fg =

F'2 • F', cf. Lemma (2.1)). For / = 1, 2 we have

h%,M) = ($i,M ® (WoevHF.)

- («/>0(9 ® F(x)^))ae%(Fi)

- 2(5,,A* ® F(xU))oe°>HF.)

(apply (12) and (14)). Then t0(8¡ (q)) E 2 Kert/+:(c, since for any o and

t E 91t(F^) we have

<Mo(U ® F(xU)) - 5/"^(^ ® *"(*)«*)

- ^"W** ® f M*))

(apply (13) and (14)) which equals v'r0(8^(q7^ ® F(x)T<f¡)) (repeat the above

computation with o and t interchanged). Since ijj. is, by hypothesis, exact,

there exists q¡7T E IF(^) with 8¡v(q) - 2^/w in the nil radical of W(Fn), and

hence additively torsion (cf. [15, Satz 22] and Lemma (4.3)). We may and we

do assume that qim = 0 if 8¡v(q) is itself torsion.

Thus we have chosen elements qim £ W(FW) for / = 1, 2 and for all -n with

Fv formally real. If Fv is not formally real, let us set qim — 0 (/ = 1,2).

The Milnor exact sequence [13, Theorem 5.3]

0 -» W(F) -** W(F(x)) -*» ®W(FW) -* 0
IT

is split by 5, x. (The map e is the functorial map; 5 is induced by the maps 82 v.

The sum extends over all monic irreducible it.) Hence there exists a right

inverse \p of 5 with \p8 + eS, x the identity map on W(F(x)). Recall that

q2v = 0 if 82¡v(q) = 0. It follows that (q2^\ E ®„W(FJ. Hence there exists

q' £ W(F(x)) with 8{q') = {q2^\- Notice that

(15) S(q - 2q') = (8u(q) ~ 2fc.A

is torsion. Let us write

q = 2q> + (+Ô + eSu)(q - 2q')

= 2q' + ^(q - 2q') + e(2qXx + SxJq) - 2qXx - 2SU(?'))

= 2(q' + e(qx>x - 8xJq'))) + Wq - 2q') + e(8lx(q) - 2qXx)).
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Since the second term above is torsion, c7red G 2WKd{F{x)). This completes

the proof of Theorem (4.4).

(4.6) Remark. The reader can easily prove that if F(x) is exact, then F is

also exact. We do not know, however, if the converse of (4.4) is true. The

converse is implied by the following plausible assertion: if F is the Henseliza-

tion of an exact field, then F is exact.

(4.7) Theorem. Let t: F-* K U {oo} be a surjective place such that r~ (1)

C 2 F'2. Then F is exact if and only if K is exact.

Note that our hypotheses in (4.7) ensure that K is formally real. As usual,

2 F  denotes the group of elements of F' which are sums of squares.

(4.8) Applications. (A) If F is Henselian, then it is exact if and only if its

residue class field is exact.

(B) F is exact if it is an algebraic extension of either R({xx)) • • • ((x„)) or

Q{{x\)) • • • ((■*„)) (iterated Laurent series). For example, Q{\/2,yj3}{{x)) is

exact; it is neither superordered nor a SAP field.

(C) F(x) is exact if F is any of the fields in (B) (Theorem (4.4)).

(D) If F is superordered, then it admits a place t: F -> K U {oo} with

t"1 (K) Q 2 F'2 and with K a SAP field [6, Theorem 1 and Lemma 2]. Thus,
superordered fields are exact. This reproves (4.2).

We begin the proof of Theorem (4.7) with two lemmas.

(4.9) Lemma. Let t be as in (4.7). There exists an infective additive homomor-

phism 4>: WKd(K) -► Wnd(F) with ̂ (<r(a)» = {a} for alla G r~x(K).

Proof. Let ax, ..., an E t~x(K). It suffices to show that (ax,... ,a„>red

= 0 if and only if (r{ax),... ,T{an)}Ted = 0. The place t induces a map

0(F) -» 0(F) (each F G 0(F) is mapped to t(P) n K). This map is surjective

[2]. Hence the total signature map on W(F) kills (ax,... ,an} if and only if

the total signature map on W(K) kills (j(ax),.. .,T{an)}. Our conclusion now

follows from [15, Satz 22].

(4.10) Lemma. ̂  has a left inverse $': Wrtd(F) -» Wîtd(K) which is an additive

homomorphism having ^'{{a)) — Ofor all a G F' with vT(a) 7*= 1.

Note that the map \p' is uniquely determined since if vT(a) = 1 then a = be2

for some c E F' and b G r~x(K'), whence ^'(<a>red) = <^)>red-

Proof of (4.10). Let ax, ..., an E F. After reindexing and multiplying the

a¡ by squares, we may assume that for some m < n we have a¡ G t-1 (F') for

all i < m and vT(a¡) # 1 for all i > m. Suppose <a,,. ..,a„>red = 0. It

suffices to show that <7-(a,),... ,r{am))red = 0. Hence we must show

<a,,...,ûm>red = 0
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(Lemma (4.9)). We accomplish this by showing that the signature of

(flx,...,am) at every ordering of F is zero. So let F £ 0(F). Write

AT = T © F (internal direct sum) where T is a finite group containing vT(a¡)

for all i < n. Then T* = {<> E A* : <?(V) = 1} is finite. There exists a

bijection fc {T E 0(F): r(T) = r(P)) -» A* with Z(T)(vT(a)) = (a, F)(a,F)

for all a £ F' (see [2, Appendix] for this generalization of Lemma (2.3)). Let

A = £_1(r*). For each a £ v~x(T) we have

2  (a,T) = (a,P) 2  {(7>T(a)) = (fl,P)   2   4>W<0)
Tea reA *er*

which equals 0 if vT(a) £ F and which equals (a,P)|F*| if vT(a) £ F. Since

the signature of (ax,...,an) is zero at every F £ A, we have

0=2   2 (at,T)
TEA i=l

2 (fl,-,P)|r*|

Hence the signature of (ax,... ,am} at P is zero. The lemma is proved.

(4.11) Remark. Let F be the Henselization of Fat t (hypotheses as in (4.7)).

Then the natural map WTed(F) -* ^¿(F') is easily verified to be an

isomorphism. The reader is probably aware that W(F') is isomorphic to

W(K)(AT) (not canonically, however). Hence we have an isomorphism

WTed(F) s Wied(K)(AT). The two lemmas above can be deduced from the

existence of such an isomorphism with appropriate properties.

Proof of (4.7). Let a, o' £ 911(F). Then [o,o']r = [ot,o't]. Hence we may

identify Aao, with a subgroup of A0T(jV. Therefore we have a surjective

- ) -> Z2(A   .) (namely, for each X
OT,<JT

additive homomorphism $'<,„•: Z2(A

£ A &T map 1 • X to itself if X £ Aga. and to 0 otherwise). Let rg : E

-» Kg U (co) be a maximal extension of t to a place with the same value group

as t and with residue class field Kg. We may identify F with FCT (use [18,

Proposition 8, p. 114] to apply Lemma (2.1)). Since ^'(1) C Fg2 (maximal

fields are Henselian), we may apply Lemma (4.10) to get a map \¡/'g: Wied(FgT)

-* WKd(Ka). We then have a commutative diagram

Wred(F)->Wled(FOT)

V
OT,Q T

(16)

WredW-

K
I

-"Wred^a)-

♦^(Aor.a'r)

"<7,a

(cf. Lemma (4.10)).

Now suppose  F is  exact.  Let q £ /¿"1(2 Keri^).  We must  show  c7

G 2WKd(F) (Lemma (4.3)). We may represent q by an element of W(F) of
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the form

S^)®^,^,...,^,.)
i=l

where the b¡¡ G t~ (F) and the values vT{ax), ..., vT{an) are all distinct. It

suffices to show that <6(-,,... ,bisynd is divisible by 2 for all i < «. So pick

any / < n. Without loss of generality, / = 1 and ax = 1 (if necessary, reindex

and multiply by (at». The commutativity of the first square of (16) implies

that tQ(rp'(q)) G 2 TJg^jf ) W(Ka). For all o, a' E 911(F) we have

v',,Ak'(<i) ® Ka) = »oAKfa ® For))

which by the second half of (16) equals ^'a^v'a7^7{\q ® FaT), which by our

hypotheses on q (and (16)) equals

Vo¿*«¿\* ® Fo'r) = «^(Mi) ® K0.).

Thus     i0(f('?)) e 2 Kert^^     (here,     i»**     is     the     map     IIa W(Ka)

-* n0,a'E*(^) Z2(V))- Since K is exact> *'(?) e 1Wtt¿K) (Lemma (4.3)).

Thus

<\l'---.^1>red = 'W''(?)G2^red(F)

(Lemmas (4.9) and (4.10)), which was to be proved.

The proof of the converse is similar but easier; since the converse is not used

below we will only sketch the proof. Composition with t gives a bijection

911(F) -> 911(F) [6, Lemma 2]. For each a, o' G 9H(F) we have a commuta-

tive diagram

WredW W(Fa)
Ja,a + Z2ÍK.O')

KeáD-"W„r)-
V

o,o

OT,0 T

Z2(\t,o't)

where \pa is defined using Lemma (4.9) and \paa. is induced by the canonical

map Aaa, -* AaTaV. One can use this diagram to show that if tQ(q)

E 2 Ker 14. + (where q G WKd(K) and t0 is the map on WKd(K)), then

tr)(\p(q)) E 2 Keri/+J|! (where t0 is now the map on Wted(F)). One then applies

Lemmas (4.3), (4.9), and (4.10) to show that q G 2Wied(K), so that F is exact.

5. Near exact fields. Let v: F -» Ilgii(F) \ ^e lae "factorization" map,

v(a) = (va(a))a   for all a G F.
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Let v: Z(F) -» ITgii(F) Z2(A0) be the ring homomorphism induced by v.

(Thus v(l • a) = ((I + 2Z)v0(a)) for all a E F.) If F has transcendence

degree one over Q, then Imr can be described in terms of Imf and purely

"local" invariants: Imr consists of all/ £ Z • 1 + C(0(F),2Z) such that for

some y £ Imr,

f(P)-f(T)m l-<F,F>(y(a)) (mod4)

for all a E 911(F), F, F E 0O (see Application (5.12); the above condition is

automatically satisfied unless F ¥= T, in which case (F, F)(y(a)) is the image

of y(a) under the canonical isomorphism A0 -* Z). We now study a more

general class of fields for which Im r0 (and hence Im /) can be described rather

simply in terms of Im v and "local" invariants.

Let i/+ : Tlçn'p) rV(Fg) -* ITgjiî.(f) ^2(\) De tne product of the canonical

homomorphisms v'g: W(Fg) -> Z2(Aa) (namely, {a) i-» (1 + 2Z)fa(a) for all

a E F", cf. Theorem 2.5).

(5.1) Definition. Call F near exact when Imr0 consists of all g

E ILjn(/) W(Fg) with f,(g) continuous and i^(g) E Imi7.

Our main objective in this section is to show that various classes of fields

are near exact.

(5.2) Proposition. Every exact field is near exact.

The above proposition is a corollary to Lemma (4.3) characterizing exact

fields and the following analogous characterization of near exact fields.

(5.3) Lemma. F is near exact if and only if every element of Wxtd(F) which t0

maps into 4 TT^) W(Fa) is itself in 2Wied(F).

One has a similar result for SAP fields: F is a SAP field iff every element of

rVred(F) which is divisible by 4 in the Witt ring of every real closure of F is

divisible by 2 in Wred(F).

Proof of (5.3). (=>) Suppose q £ Wied(F) and t0(q) E 4 JJ^f) W(Fa).

Then

«fcÜ'ofa)) G 2^(IW) W{Fa)) = {0} C Imi?,

so by hypothesis \t0(q) E Imr0. Thus q E 2Wied(F) (tQ is injective).

(<=) Suppose g E LTgit(/r) W(Fg) has tx(g) continuous and v+(g) E Im v.

We must show g £ Im/0. There exists a least integer « > 0 and qn

E WTed(F) with t(qn) = 2"tx{g) [12, Theorem 3.18(i)]. Then t0{qn) = 2"g.

Just suppose n # 0. Since f factors through f+/0, there exists q' £ ^¿(F)

with ^(g) = v,t0{q'). Then g - t0(q') £ 2 TT^f) ^(Fa) (Theorem (2.5)).

Hence

to(qH - 2V) = 2"(g - t0{q')) E 4   n   i^(Fa),
51t(i-)
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so by hypothesis qn - 2"q' = 2q for some q E Wted(F). But then

t{q + 2"-1q') = x2t{qn) = 2"-Xtx{g),

contradicting the choice of «. Hence « = 0, and we are done.

(5.4) Theorem. Suppose every formally real simple algebraic extension of F is

near exact. Then F(x) is near exact.

(5.5) Theorem. Suppose r. F -* K U {oo} is a surjective place with t~x (1)

C 2 F . Then F is near exact if and only if K is near exact.

The proofs of these two theorems are analogous to those of Theorems (4.4)

and (4.7); indeed Lemma (5.3) turns out to be much easier to apply than

Lemma (4.3). Applications paralleling those in (4.5) and (4.8) can be made. We

will leave the details to the interested reader.

(5.6) Theorem. A direct limit of near exact fields is a near exact field.

(5.7) Remark. Combining (5.4) and (5.6) we deduce (by transfini te induc-

tion) that the following two statements are equivalent:

(A) All formally real fields are near exact.

(B) All formally real simple algebraic extensions of a near exact field are

near exact.

We have no counterexample to these statements, or even to the assertion

that all formally real fields are exact.

Some applications of (5.6) are made in Remark (5.9).

We now prove (5.6), using the criterion of Lemma (5.3). First recall,

however, that 911(F) is given the finest topology in which m: 0(F) -» 911(F) is

continuous. A subbasis for this topology consists of all the sets

(17) %¿a) = {0 G WL{F): -1 < o{d) < 1}       (a G F).

(These sets generate a Hausdorff topology for which m is continuous. Since

0(F) is compact, this topology is precisely that induced by it.)

Let q = (cx,c2,...,c2r) E W(F) with tQ(qKd) E 4 TJ^f) W(F0). We

must show that c7red G 2WKd(F) (Lemma (5.3)).

Let o G 911(F). We can find bai G F', say where 1 < / < ra, with q ® F0

= 4<èal,.. .,ft0/i>. Let na = r + 2ra. The 2«a elements in the sequence

-c,, ..., -c2r, baX,..., bor¡¡, boX ,...,boX,...,baX,..., bar<> (each bai oc-

curs four times) can be reindexed, say as d x, ..., do2n , so that for each

/ < n0 there exist eai E F with 0 < o(-e2a¡da¡dan^+i) < 1 (Theorem (2.5)).

Set/,,, = -e20jdaJd0'„a+i andf0>no+i = 1 -¿ for all i < V Then 0 < o(foJ)

< 1 for all i < 2«a. Hence there exists a positive integer m0 with

o < 0((i + 2/02r(2 +f2rm°) < (2«0)-'
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for all / < 2n„. Hence if we seto

In,

/>„= 2 (i + 2f¿r°(2+f¿)
1=1

then a is in

(18) Kt(hg)n %¿l-h0).

As we let a range over 911(F), the sets (18) form an open cover of the

compact space 9H(F). Hence there exists a finite subset / of 911(F) with

W) = UÄ(A„) n i^(i - hg)).

Let n — \I\. For each integer i > 0 and o E I, set

ua4 = v^{\ - hg) n V^(nhg).

For i </ we have Ugi Q Ug¡ Q 1^(1 - hg) n K^fhg). Further, for fixed o,

the sets t/ . (i > 0) cover 1^(1 - hg) n K^(hg). Hence there exists an integer

s > 0 with

911(F) = y uCiS.

Now set

ß = «(n^)(2 ( n k)) '.
\oei    / \rel \ae/\W     //

Then ß is totally positive (since each hg is). We now show that 1 — ß is totally

positive. Let p £ 911(F). Then p E Ug s for some a0 £ /. Also, p(hT) is finite

and positive for all r E I. Indeed, any real place on any field F will take a

finite positive value on an element of the form (1 + 2a2)(2 + a2)~ (a E E).

Hence

o < P(ß) < n p(K)I n p(K) = i.
o¥^a¡¡ I    a¥=aa

Thus for all real places p E 911(F), 0 < p(l - /?)< 1. This shows that 1 - ß

is totally positive. Hence there exist ax, ..., at E F' with 1 - ß = a2 + • • •

+ a2.  '

Since F is a direct limit of near exact fields, there exists a near exact field F

with

F 2 F D {«,,...,«,} U (06J^J'<*.4m>W)
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Let p G 911(F). We claim that |p(«0)| < 1 for some a E I. Just suppose not.

Since ß and 1 — ß are totally positive in E, we have

i > P(ß) > n n p(K)s/ 2 ( n p(h0y) = 1.
oe/ /   te/ Vos/ /

(Recall that p(ha) is finite and positive for each 0.) This contradiction shows

that we can pick 0 G 2 with 0 < p{ha) < 1. Hence 0 < 1 + 2/a2/2 + f2 < 1

for all i < 2«a. Hence -1 < p(/a/) < 1 (/ < 2«0). Indeed, 0 < pifj) < 1

for / < ng (since for all such 1, fa¡i+n = 1 - faJ). That is,

(19) 0 < p(-e2aJdaJdaJ+na) < 1       (/ < «„).

If a,, ..., am G F, let (ax,..., am )£ denote the corresponding element of

W(E). Then (19) implies that <.doi,dai+nij}E ® Ep = 0 for all i < na, whence

<q,..., c2r)E ®Ep = 4<Z>,,..., bra}E ®EpE 4W(Ep).

Since F is near exact, we conclude (Lemma (5.3)) that there exists q' G W{E)

with «c,,..., c2r>£)red = 2<4d. Then

c?red = «c„... ,c2r>£ ® F)red G 2H/ed(F),

which was to be proven.

(5.8) Theorem. Suppose K^ia) (cf. (17)) is closed for all a G F. Then F is

near exact.

(5.9) Applications. (A) If 911(F) is finite, then Fis near exact. We will apply

this result in §6 to show that if 9L(F) is finite, then Fis exact. Among the fields

with 9H(F) finite are the superordered fields (and hence, in particular, the

superpythagorean fields) and the fields with only finitely many orderings (and

hence, in particular, the fields with only finitely many square classes).

(B) Suppose 911(F) is finite. Then 911(F) is finite for every simple algebraic

extension E/F. Hence every formally real algebraic extension of F is near

exact (apply (A) above and Theorem (5.6)) and the rational function field F(x)

is near exact (Theorem (5.4)).

(C) Suppose F/Q is algebraic. Then F is near exact (cf. (B) above). Note that

Im v consists only of 0 and 1 (since Aa = 1 for all 0 G 911(F)). Also note that

tt: 0(F) -* 9H(F) is a bijection and that we may identify the map W{F)

-* W{Fa) with the signature map of the ordering 7r_1(0) (for all 0 G 911(F)).

Hence Im/ - C(0(F),2Z) + Z • 1 (Definition (5.1)). Thus F is a SAP field.

This result is also proved in [3, §4], [14, Example 2.10, p. 64], and [9, §3,

Example 1],
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(D) Suppose that F is an algebraic extension of Q(x) such that the map

o h» o(x) carries 911(F) bijectively onto a subset C of F U (co). Then F

satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem (5.8) if and only if all algebraic elements of

C are isolated. (We regard F U {00} as the one-point compactification of F.

00 is regarded as an algebraic element. In §8 we will show that for any

compact subset C of F U {00}, there exists an algebraic extension F of Q(x)

with 911(F) mapping bijectively onto C.)

Proof of (D). (<=) Let a E F'. We show K^ia) is closed. The complement

of %%(a) is the disjoint union

%¿á~x) U [o: o(a+ 1) = 0} U {a: o(a - 1) = 0}.

Hence it suffices to show that {o: o(b) = 0} is open for all i G F. So let

b E F'. Since b is algebraic over Q(x). there exist polynomials/ £ Q[x] with

/o = 2 rjx' # 0 and 2,"=o^è' = °- If °(6) = °> then either aW = °° or
2 r¡o(x)' = 0. In either case o(x) is algebraic. Thus {o: o(b) = 0} is open (all

of its points are isolated).

(=>) Just suppose t(x) is algebraic and not isolated in C for some

t E 911(F). Then there exist distinct tx,t2, ... E 911(F) with r¡(x) -> t(x) as

i -» 00. There exists/ £ Q(x) with r(f) = 0 and/either equal to 1/x or to a

polynomial. Our hypothesis implies that V = {a £ 911(F): o(f) = 0} is open

(it is the intersection of %(/) with the complement of

1^(1 +/)U %(/-l)).

Since V is a neighborhood of t it must contain infinitely many of the r¡. On

the other hand, if / = x-1 then V = {t} and if / £ Q[x] then V = {o: tr(x) is

a zero of f). In either case V is finite, a contradiction.

We begin the proof of (5.8) with a lemma of interest in itself. As usual, we

regard IIae9ii(F) ^C^) as a set °f maps from 911(F) to the disjoint union

Uoe9r,(f) W(Fg). We give this disjoint union the coarsest topology in which the

"paths"

pathO?) = {q ® Fg: o E 911(F)}

are open for all q E W(F).

(5.10) Lemma. Let g £ LT.9r,(f) W(Fa)- Then g is continuous if and only if

tx(g)'- 0(F) -» Z is continuous.

Proof. First suppose g is continuous. Let F E 0(F). We must find a

neighborhood W of F such that tx(g)(W) = Í!(g)(P). Since W(F)

-*■ ̂ (Prip)) is surjective, there exists ax, ..., an with g(ir(P)) = (ax,...,an)

® F^/p). It then suffices to set W equal to
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(gir) \path(ax,...,an)) n ( ¿ V((a¡, P^)).

Now suppose tx{g) is continuous. Let a E 911(F), and let q G W{F) be

such that g{o) = q ® F0. We must find a neighborhood of a which g maps into

pathfa). There exists an integer « > 0 and q' E W{F) with t(q'ted) = 2"tx(g)

[12, Theorem 3.18(i)]. Then <rj(<7red) = 2"g. Pick ax, ..., a2m E F with

2"q — q' = (ax,... ,a2m). Since (2"q - q') ® Fa = 0, we may assume the a¡

are indexed so that -aiai+m E F02 for all / < m (Theorem (2.5)). Hence there

exist c¡ G F', i < m, with -1 < o(c2a¡ai+m) < 0 (/ < m). Hence

W== d     öd er n.Ww+mdf) n ^(1 + a¡a¡+md2))
di.dmEF   i = l

is a neighborhood of o. Suppose t G W. Then for some dx, ..., dm E F' we

have -1 < r(a,a,+m<22) < 0 for all / < m. Hence (a¡,a¡+m) ® FT = 0 for all

/ < w. Thus (2"9 - q') ® FT = 0. Hence 2"(<7 ® FT) = /0(^)(t) = 2"g(r).

Thus g(r) = q ® FT E path(ç). Hence g is continuous.

We now prove Theorem (5.8). Suppose there exists g G IWf) W(2¿) and

q G ^(F) with t0{q) = 4g. It suffices to show that q E 2WKd{F) (Lemma

(5.3)). g is continuous since tx{g) = \t(q) (Lemma (5.10)). For each 0

G 911(F) pick q0 E W(F) with g{a) = qa ® F0. The open sets g~'(path (c7a))

cover 911(F). Our hypotheses ensure that 911(F) is totally disconnected. Hence

there exists a disjoint open cover Wx,...,Wn of 911(F) and qx,...,q„

E W{F) with g{W/) Q pathc?, for all i < « (this requires a purely topological

argument). For each / < « choose ui E F with o(w() < 0 for all 0 G W¡ and

0 < o{u¡) < 1 for all 0 G W¡ [3, Theorem 2.1 A]. Then for any 0 G 911(F), say

0 G Wj, we have

_2 «1, «,->?,.) ® Fa = 2?. ® F0 = 2g(a) = i/0(?)W-

Thus

'o(?) = 'o(2 .2 O,«,)?,-)

Since i0 is injective, q E 2Wied{F). The theorem is proved.

(5.11) Theorem. Suppose rVred{F) is 2-stable, i.e., I3 = 222 where I denotes

the set of elements of rVTed{F) of dimension-index 0. Then F is near exact.

(5.12) Applications. (A) If F has transcendence degree one over Q or two

over F then F is near exact [20, §3]. Hence F(x) is also near exact (Theorem

5.4). Thus, for example, Q(x,y) and R{x,y,z) are near exact.
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(B) Suppose |A0| < 2 for all o £ 911(F). Then Imr consists of all /

E Z • 1 + C(0(F),2Z) such that for some y £ Imv,

(*) /(F) -/(F) > 1 - <F,F>(y(a))   (mod4)

for all o £ 911(F) and F, F E 0a. (Note that <P, F>(y(a)) = 1 if and only if
P = For y(a) = 1.) Proof. Suppose/ = t(q) where q E W(F) has discrimi-

nant d and dimension-index n (where we regard n as an element of {0,1} C Z).

Then q* = q — n(Y) + (I, —dy has discriminant 1 and dimension-index 0, so

q* is in the square of the augmentation ideal of W(F). Hence t(q*)

£ C(0(F),4Z). Thus for all o £ 911(F) and F, F E 0a,

/(F) -/(F) - (d,P) -(d,T)**\- <P,T)(vg(d))       (mod4).

This proves the necessity of (*) for elements of Imr. Now suppose /

£ Z • 1 + C(0(F),2Z) satisfies (*), say with y - v(d). Then / = r,(g) for

some g £ JJgiKf) W(F) (Corollary (2.8)). Let o £ 911(F) and P, T £ 0a.The
above calculation shows

(P,T)(vg(d)) « <F,F>(t/0(discg(a)))   (mod4).

Hence va(d) = i/a(discg(o)) (Lemma(2.3). Using the fact that |Aa| < 2, one

checks that v'g(g(o)) = 1 + « + 2Z + iodise g (a)) (note first that vg(a) + va(b)

= 1 + vg(ab) in Z2(Aa) for all a, b E F). Hence v*(g) = v(l + n + 1 • d).

Since Wre(j(F)is2-stable[20, §3],our result now follows from Theorem(5.11)

and Definition (5.1).

Proof of Theorem (5.11). Suppose q E i0"1(4 W<mx.F) W(f0)) and /

= t(q)/2. It suffices to show/ E Imr (Lemma (5.3)). Suppose F, F E 0(F)

induce the same place o E 911(F). We can write q ® Fg = 4 2 nc(c) where

the sum is taken over all c in some set of elements of F' whose values in A0

are distinct. Note

f(P) - 2(2«c(c,F)) m 22/7c =/(F)   (mod4).

Since Imr D C(0(F),4Z) [20, §3], we may suppose Im/ C {0,2}. Then we

can write/ = g-rr where g E C(9H(F), Z). It therefore suffices to find a E F'

with o(a) < 0 if g(o) = 0 and co > o(d) > 0 if g(o) = 2. This is possible by

the next lemma.

(5.13) Lemma. Let A = C]gedltF)o~x(R). Define <?:/!-> C(9H(F),F) by

<b(d)(o) = o(d) for alla E A and o £ 9H(F).

Then <p(A) is dense in C(9tt(F), F) (in the sup norm).
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Proof. A is a ring containing Q. Hence the closure of <p{A) contains the

constant functions. If 0 # t G 911(F), there exists a G F' with 00 > o{a)

> 0 > r(a). We may suppose a E A (replace a by a/a2 + 1). Hence <¡>{A)

separates points. Now apply the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem.

6. Fields with only finitely many real places.

(6.1) Theorem. Suppose 9H(F) is finite. Then

0 - WKd(F) -*»   n   W{F0) J-W      H      Z2(A„>T)
?m(f) o,Te<DH(F)

is exac/. That is, F is exact.

(6.2) Applications. (A) A field with only finitely many orderings is exact.

(B) If 911(F) is finite, then 9H(F) is finite for all simple algebraic extensions

of F. Hence F(x) is exact (Theorem (4.4)).

(C) Theorem (6.1) gives an alternate method for showing that some familiar

fields are exact. For example it implies that superordered fields are exact (cf.

(4.2)) and that all formally real simple algebraic extensions of

C((*,))- •■((*„)) are exact (cf. (4.8B)).

(D) If 911(F) is finite, then Wred{F) is determined up to ring isomorphism

by the groups A0 (0 G 911(F)) and the maps w0y. Aa -* AOT (o,t E 911(F)).

For, let w'¿T: Z(A0) -> Z2(AaT) be the map induced by waj (o,r G 911(F)).

Then WKd{F) is isomorphic to the subring of naegn(f) Z(A0) consisting of

*U (?JaG9Kf) such that w'^(qa) = w"rja(qr) for all 0, t G 9H(F). (Proof.

Define u: Timtf) Z(A°) "* ^o,re-n(F) ziiK,r) by

«((*„),) = KM + <M)\r-
For each 0 G 9H(F) pick P0 E 0a. Then Tl^tp) $/> is an isomorphism whose

composition with u is f++. Now apply Theorem (6.1).) For example, if the real

places on 911(F) are pairwise independent, then WKd(F) is isomorphic to the

subring of Ilgiir/) Z(A0) consisting of elements of constant degree-index. (The

"degree-index" of an element of Z(A0) is the sum of its coefficients mod 2.)

We now begin the proof of (6.1). Write 9H(F) = {0,,...,0„}. For each

/,/ < « let A¡ = oj\R), A¡ = ACT/, v¡ = va¡, A/y = Aa.a., v'u = v'a¡0j, and

wij ~ wo- a ■ We may suppose that the o¡ are indexed so that

(20) AiAM C A¡Aj   for all 1 </ < «.

(Such an indexing is easily constructed inductively. These indexings arise

when the tree of all valuation rings of F which are products of the A¡ is

represented by a plane graph.) Since A¡Aj Q A¡A¡+xAj Q A¡Aj for all 1 </

< n, we can deduce by an easy induction that
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(21) A,Aj = A¡Ai+x ■■■Aj   (if / <j < n).

We have a homomorphism w: TJl<n A, -» n,-<„ \¡+\ given bv trie rule

w((\)i<n) = (wi,i+l(Xi)wi + \AXi+\))i<n

for all (X¡)¡<n £ n,-<„ Af. We now compute Im v.

(6.3) Lemma. TAe sequence

f-^pA^n aw+1 - 1

« exac/. /n particular, the image of v is

\(h)i<n e u A,-: wii+x(Xt) = wi+u(Xi+x)foralli < n\.

Proof, w is surjective since each of the maps wi+x ¡ is surjective. (To find a

preimage (Xx,... ,Xn) for an element of II;<„ Ay+1, set X! = 1 and solve for

X2, ...,X„ in turn.) Formula (5) of §3 implies that lmv Q Kerw. Now

suppose (X¡)¡<n E Kerw. We shall construct bx, ..., bn E F' with v¡(b¡) — X¡

and bjAjAj = bjA¡A¡ for all /,/ < n. That (\),<n £ lmv will then follow

from [3, Theorem 2.1B]. For each / < n, pick a¡ E vfii(Xi). Let bx = ax.

Suppose inductively that for some m, 1 < m < n, we have found bx, ..., bm

with f,(è,) = X(- and b¡A¡Aj = bjA¡Aj whenever /,/ < m. By hypothesis bm

and am+] have the same image in Amm+1. Hence there exists c £ F' with

am+i^mlc a umt m tne valuation ring AmAm+x. Let 6m+1 = am+]C2. Then

vm+\(bm+\) = Am+i and bmAmAm+\ = 6m+i^m^m+i • Further, for all / < m

we have (by hypothesis and (21))

t>¡A¡Am+\ = biAiAi+l '"Am+\  = Aibi+\Ai + \ '"Am+\

= AiAi+lbi+2Ai+2 ' ' 'Am+l  = ' * "

~ Ai ' ' 'Ambm+xAm+x — bm+xAiAm+x.

This completes the induction and the proof of Lemma (6.3).

Let w'jj-: Z2(A¡) -» Z2(Aiy) be the ring homomorphism induced by w¡¡: A¡

-* A¡j. We have a homomorphism

vv:.nZ2(A,.)^nZ2(A,/+I)

given by the rule (for any a¡ E Z2(Ai))

H(a¡)i<n) = Wy+M) + "i+i>,+i ))/<„•

We now compute the image of v.
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(6.4) Lemma. The following sequence is exact:

Z(F)-*> nz2(A,)-^ n Z2(A,./+1).
i^n /<n

Proof. That Kervv 3 Imi7 follows from (5) of §3. We now prove the

reverse inclusion.

For each o G 911(F), the group homomorphism A0 -» 1 induces the "aug-

mentation homomorphism" Z2(A0) -* Z2. The product of these ring homo-

morphisms is a map

(22) n z2(a0)-* n z2

which carries each element of Kervv to either 0 or 1. Let F0 be the set of

elements of Kervv which the map (22) carries to 0. Since KerV? = B0

U (¡7(1) + F0), it suffices to show that BQ Q Im v. For each / < « let

5, = {(A,),<„GF0:X1=A2 = --.=X/. = 0}.

Clearly Bn Q Im v. Suppose inductively that Bk+X ç Im v for some k > 0. It

will suffice to show that Bk Q Im v. So let X = (a,-)/<„ G Bk. We can write*

Xjt+i = 2,2¿i Vk+M) (where the a,. G F). Since w'k+XJc(Xk+x) = w'kJl+x(Xk)

= 0 we may assume the a/s are indexed so that for all / < s,

wk+i,kvk+i(ai+s) = wk+i,kvk+M) = Wk,k+Mai)

(cf. (5) of §3). But this says that for all i < s,

(23)       (vx (a¡), v2{a¡),..., vk(a¡), vk+x{ai+s), vk+2{ai+s),..., vn(ai+s))

is in Ker w. Hence by Lemma (6.3) there exist b¡ G F' with (23) equal to v(b¡)

(for all / < s). By construction we have

X+ 2 iv(b,) + v(a,)) EBk+x Qlmv

so a G Im v. This completes the induction and the proof of the lemma.

We now give the proof of Theorem (6.1). First, Fis near exact (Application

(5.9A)), so

Im/0 = tx~l{C{6{F),Z)) n v~x(Imv)

(Definition (5.1)). Also ImU - Kervv (Lemma (6.4)) and tx~x{C{Q{F),Z))

= ngrc(F) W(Fa) (each 0O is open in 0(F)). Moreover t^-1 (Kervv) D Ken/**

since vv • f# factors through ¡^. Putting all this together we have
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Imf0 = ^"'(Kervv) 2 Keri^ 2 Imr0

(cf. (8)). The theorem is proved.

Lemma (6.4) permits a slightly nicer calculation of Wxtd(F) than Theorem

(6,1) alone.

(6.5) Corollary. Suppose 911(F) is finite and that its elements ox, ..., onare

indexed so that (20) holds. Then Imr0 consists of all (qx,...,qn) £ U"=\ W(Fa)

with

v'i,i+i(<li) - v'mM+0  for aU ' < "■

(6.6) Corollary. Suppose |9H(F)| < co. The following are equivalent:

(A) Im ig consists of all elements ofJl^,^ W(Fg) of constant degree-index.

(B) Aa>T = 1 for all o, r E 911(F).

(C) v: F* -> rigiL(F) A0 " surjective.

Proof. The equivalence of (A) and (B) follows from Theorem (6.1) and

Remark (3.5B). That (B) implies (C) follows from Lemma (6.3). Now suppose

(C) holds; we will deduce (B). Lemma (6.3) implies that A//+1 = 1 for all

i < n. But for any / </, we have A¡Aj 2 A¡A¡+1 (cf. (20)), so that A(J is a

homomorphic image of A/l+1. Thus A¡j = 1 for all /' #/.

(6.7) Remark. Suppose 911(F) = [ax,... ,o„}, the a, satisfying (20). In

Lemma (6.3) we showed that the cokernel of v is 2,-<„ A,;(+1. We sketch here

how to compute the kernel of v. We also give another computation of the

image of f.

We have an exact sequence

(22Ï 1 -» 2 F'2 -«* Kerv -£*   TJ   R'/R'2 "* 1.

The group R'/R'2 is cyclic of order two, so the exactness of (22) says that

|Kerv/2 F'2| = 2". The map a above is inclusion, and ß is defined by

ß(a) = (o(ac20)R-2)gem

where for each a £ Keri> and a E 9H(F) we choose ca E F' so that

o(acl) E R'. ß(a) is clearly independent of the choice of the cg. The

surjectivity of ß follows from [3, Theorem 2.IB]. That Ima Q KerjS is

obvious. The reverse inclusion follows since any a E Kerß is positive under

every ordering of F, and hence is totally positive.

We now give an isomorphism from Inn/ to A, xTTj!=i Kerwi;_j. The

groups Kerw(/_] may be canonically identified with the square factor groups

of the value groups of certain valuation rings [18, Chapter C]. Let A10 = 1
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and let w10: Ax -» A, 0 be the zero map. For each i, 1 < / < «, let K¡

= Kerwí(._j and let y¡: K¡ -* A¡ be the inclusion map. Since the sequences

are split exact, we have exact sequences

with Yflfi and Wy-ity the respective identity maps. Define T: Jli<n K¡

-* IIf<„ A¡ inductively by the condition that T(A,,... ,Xn) = {px,... ,pn) if

and only if X, = px and for « > / > 1,

h+i - Xi+iVi+iWu+M)-

One checks that the sequence

i-n^n A,-^n ajV+1 -* i
i</¡ j<n /<n

is exact. That T maps isomorphically onto Im¡/ now follows from Lemma

(6.3).

7. The total signature map of an exact field. Recall that for each o E 911(F),

0a is homeomorphic to the space ü(Fa), which carries a canonical Borel

measure (cf. §2, especially (2.4)). Hence 0O carries a canonical Borel measure

p with ju(0o) = 1; one can define it more directly by using any of the

homeomorphisms (P, •) of Lemma (2.3) to lift the canonical Haar measure on

A* back to 0O.

(7.1) Theorem. F is exact if and only if Im/ consists of precisely those maps

f G C{6{F),Z) such that for all P, T E 0(F) {say with o = m(P) and r

- Tt(T))andß G Aaî,

(23) 2      ff{S)(P,S){X)dS+      2      ff{S)(T,SX\)dS

is an even integer.

Proof. Let / G C{e{F),Z). Let P, T G 0(F) with o = w(P), t = 77(F).

For each ß G AaT let a« Pj be the number displayed in (23) above.

Suppose 0 = t. Then wCTT and wTa are identity maps. For each /3 G A0 with

(P,T)(ß) = -1 we have'

<P,5>(/3) + <F,S>(/i) = (P,S)(ß) + (P,T}{ßKP,S){ß) = 0

for all S E 0O, so aßPT = 0. For each /3 G Aa with <F, F>(/3) = 1 we have
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aß,PiT=2fj(S)(P,S)(ß)dS.

In particular, for all ß £ A0 we have

ap>Ptr = 2feJ{SKP,SXß)dS.

We conclude that aßPT will be an even integer for all F and F with

77(F) = 77(F) and all ß if and only if / E lmtx (Theorem (2.7)).

Now suppose a 7e t and that / £ lmtx. Write /= tx((qp)p), where qp

£ W(Fp) for all p £ 9H(F). Let w"ey. Z(Ag) -> Z2(A0T) be the map induced

by w0T; then *£,*, = v'g¡T (cf. (3.2)). By Lemma (2.11),

K,M - <r(AS0(/fli/(s)<i,,s>(X)Ä)x)

=   2(2      (f{SKP,S?(/\)dS + 2z)ß.

A similar calculation holds for ^„(tf,.). Hence v^^((qp)p) takes at (a,r) the

value 2flEA0T (aß,p,T + 2Z)/?. Hence Og^is an even integer for all F, Fand

jß with tt(P)¥= m(T) if and only if v^((qp)p) = 0, i.e. (qp)p £ Kert^ .

Thus the set of / £ C(B(F),Z) with a^PT £ 2Z for all F, F, j3 is exactly

tx(Kerv^) n C(B(F),Z). But F is exact'if and only if this set is Imr (cf.

Remark (3.4)). The theorem is proved.

(7.2) Remarks. Let/ £ C(B(F),Z) have constant parity.

(A) Our proof of (7.1) shows that if / £ Imi, then

(24) aßPJ E 2Z   for all F, T E 0(F), ß E AOT.

(As above, aoPT equals the number displayed in (23), o = tt(P), and

t = 77(7).) The proof of (7.1) also shows that condition (24) is highly

redundant: (24) holds if and only if for all o,tE 911(F) and ß E AOT there

exists P £ 0O and F E 0T (with P = F if a = t) with aßPJ £ 2Z.

(B) If a, t E 9H(F) have AaT = 1 (i.e. a and t are "independent modulo

squares"), then aßPT = f(P) + f(T) for all ß E AgT (Lemma (2.10)). Thus,

for example, the condition "aß PT E 2Z" is automatically satisfied when F

and F induce independent real places. It is also automatically satisfied when

F and F induce the same real place a and | A01 < 2. Thus, in particular, (24)

holds for all functions / E C(B(F),Z) of constant parity if |A0| < 2 and

A0T = 1 for all o,t E 911(F) (a # t). But we knew that this had to be the

case since such fields have Imr = C(0(F),2Z) + Z • 1 (cf. Remark (3.5)).

We now specialize Theorem (7.1) to those fields in which at most four

orderings can induce any one real place. Such fields include, for example, all
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of the formally real algebraic extensions of the exact fields Q(x), R{x,y),

R{{x)){y), and Q(x)((y)). We will use the next theorem to compute Im/ for

the fields Q{x) and R{x,y).

(7.3) Theorem. Suppose \Aa\ < 4 for all a G 911(F). Then F is exact if and

only iflmt consists of all f E C{G{F),Z) of constant parity with

(25) 2/(F) + 2/(P)-0   (mod8)

for all 0, t G 911(F) with |AOT| = 4, and

(26) 2/(2})-0   (mod4)
i=i

for all distinct P, P2, P3, P4in 0(F) such that for some a, «r G 9H(F) (a # t) and

tj G A*T we have Px, P3 E 0a, P2, P4 E 0T, and

(27) <Pi>P3> = V%,r   and   (P2,P4) = r,wT>a.

Before proving Theorem (7.3) we will give two interpretations of condition

(27) and some applications of the theorem.

(7.4) Remark. Suppose |AJ < 4 for all a E 9H(F). Suppose a, r

E 911(F) (0 # t), and that Px, P3 E e„ and P2, P4 E 6T are all distinct (cf.

Theorem (7.3)).

(A) We first give a case-by-case discussion of when there exists tj G A*T

with (27) valid. First suppose |A0T| = 4. Then (27) holds for some tj G A*T if

and only if wffT(Ker<2f,2^» = w^(Ker<2^,2|» (i.e., (PX,P3) = (P2,P4), treat-

ing the isomorphisms wOT and wT(J as identifications). Next note that if

Aar = 1, then (27) can never hold. This is because if (27) holds for some

tj G A*T, then rj ^ 1 (otherwise (B,R,) = 1, contradicting that R # P3, cf.

Lemma (2.3)). Finally suppose |AaT| = 2. Then there is only one nontrivial

map tj G A*t. We will have <2f,2^> = tjw^ (for this tj) if and only if either

|AJ = 2, or else \Aa\ = 4 and KerwaT = Ker<2f,2^>. (A similar remark

holds with t in place of 0.)

The case v/hen |Aa| = |AT| = 4 and |ACTT| = 2 is of particular interest (cf.

(7.5C), below). Then wOT and (R, 2|> have the same kernel if and only if R and

23 induce the same ordering in the residue class field of [0, t].

(B) There exists tj G A*T with (27) valid if and only if A0T ̂  1, {PX,P3}

= 0a D V{b), and {P2,P4} = 0T n V(b) for some b E F with't^è) - 1 if

|AaT| = 2 [3, Theorem 2.1 A].

(7.5) Applications. (A) The image of the total signature map on ^red(ô(x))

consists of all/ G C{6{F),Z) of constant parity such that
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2 f(P) =   2 /(F)   (mod4)
peea Pee,

for all pairs of nontrivial equivalent real places o, r £ 91t(g(x)). (Two real

places a, t on Q(x) are nontrivial and equivalent if and only if A0T # 1; this

is because every nontrivial real place on Q(x) is discrete rank one. Now use

Application (4.5B) and Remark (7.4A) to apply Theorem (7.3) to ß(x).) It is

perhaps worth noting here that the spaces 0(ß(x)), 91t(Q(x)), and the equiva-

lence relation on 91t(ß(x)) are all fairly transparent. 9lt(ô(x)) is discussed in

§8 below. Tom Craven has shown me a computation of the space B(Q(x))

(unpublished, but see [7]).

(B) If |A01 < 2 for all o E 9H(F), then F is exact if and only if Im t consists

of all / £ C(B(F),Z) with 2?ee„/(i>) " 2/>e{,T/(P) (mod4) for all o, t
E 911(F) with ACTT # 1. (This is a generalization of (A) above.)

(C) The image of the total signature map on R(x,y) consists of all

/ E C(B(F), Z) of constant parity such that 2,4=i f(P¡) = 0 (mod4) whenever

R, P2, P^, P^ are distinct orderings of R(x,y) which either all induce the same

real place on R(x,y) or else induce two real places o and t with R, P; £ 0a and

P2, P4 £ 0T, and KerwaT = Ker(Px,P3) and KerwT(T = Ker<^,^>. (All pairs

of distinct real places on F(x, v) are incomparable (Lemma (2.4)), and all real

places on F(x, v) are either rank one or discrete rank two [1, Proposition 2.46].

Hence |AaT| =4 only if a = t, and |A0T| = 2 only if a = r or |Aa| = |AT|

= 4. Now use Application (4.5B) and Remark (7.4A) to apply Theorem (7.3)

to R(x,y).) A similar computation of Imr holds for exact finite dimensional

extensions of R(x,y). We note in passing that 9tt(F(x,.y)) and B(R(x,y)) have

been computed as sets; the key fact is that the set of real places on R(x,y)

which extend a given real place on F(x) is bijective with an easily described

set of (R,Z)-signatures [4, especially §6]. The dependency relation on

91L(Ä(x,j)) can also be discussed in terms of signatures.

We now give the proof of Theorem (7.3). Let/ £ C(B(F), 2Z) + Z • 1. Let

o,t E 911(F) with AaT ̂  1. We can write 0O = {PX,PVR),P1) and 0T = {P^R,,

P6,PS} where Px = P2 if a = t, Px = P5 and P3 = P, if |0B| = 2, and P2 = P6 and

P4 = ig if |0T| = 2. By Remark (7.2) it suffices to show the equivalence of the

following two statements:

(\)aßipxiPi E2Zforallj3E A0iT.

(Here, aßPT denotes the number displayed in (23).)

(ID     "

2/(F)-0 (mod8)   if|AaT| = 4,
i=i

and
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4

2 f(P¡) = 0(mod4)   ifo^T
i=l

and (27) holds for some tj G A*T.

Case 1. |ACTT| = 4. We use the isomorphisms vvaT and wT0 to identify A0, AT,

and A„.. We have
0,7

and whenever

(29) 1 # ß G Ker<2f,P3> n Ker(P2,P4),

then

°ßA,p2 = \(h(Pi)-h(Pi))

(30) \

= \2f(Pi)-alPvP2.*• i=i

Now suppose (I) holds. Then 2?=i/(2-) = 0 (mod 8) (by (28)). If o # r and
(27) holds for some tj, then (29) holds (cf. Remark (7.4A)) with ß a generator

of KerTj. Hence (30) shows that 2?=i f(P¡) — 0 (mod 4). Now let us suppose

that (II) holds. Then a, P¡ ̂  G 2Z by (28). Let 1 ¥= ß E AOT. We may

assume that 2|, P4, ..., 2g are indexed so that (29) holds (Lemma (2.3)). Then

(27) is satisfied (with tj G A*T the unique map with kernel {l,/3}). That

aß,p ,p e 2Z now follows from (28) and (30) (if o — t, then (29) implies that

P3 = P4). This completes our discussion of Case 1.

We henceforth assume that |A0T| = 2. If 1 ¥= ß E AaT, then we have (for

P G 0O, T E 6T)

aß,p,T = f(p) +f(T) - a\,p,T - a\,p,T   (mod2).

Hence it suffices to show the equivalence of the following two statements:

(i'Hp„f2 e 2Z.

(ID

4

2 f(P¡) s 0 (mod 4)   ifa^T,
i=i

(PX,P3) = waT, and (P2,P4y = wT0.

In the statement of (IF) we have made the canonical identification of A0 T

and Z'.
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Case 2. \Ag\ = |AT| = 2. Then ax^Pi = \ S¡L,/(J¡). Also <P,P3> = %>T
and <^,^) = wT(J (each map has trivial kernel). The equivalence of (F) and

(IF) is now immediate.

We may now assume without loss of generality that |A0| = 4. Hence a # t.

Case 3. |AT | = 4. Let ax generate Ker wg T and a2 generate Ker wT g. Now,

(Px,Rfi) = wgT and(P2,P4} = wTg if and only if

(31) <P,P3>(a1)= 1 = <P2,P4>(a2).

If (31) holds, then ax P P = \ 2,=i/(^) (since ax p P equals

7   2 f(P)(l + (P,Px)(ax)) + \  2 /(P)(l + <FF2>(a2))).
4 pee« 4 peer

That (I') implies (IF) is now immediate; the converse follows from the fact that

we can index P3, PA, ..., P% so that (31) holds (Lemma (3.2)).

Case 4. |AT| = 2. The proof for Case 3 carries over to this case with only

minor modification.

8. Some fields of transcendence degree one. We thank Tom Craven for his

collaboration on this section. Our objective is the following example, which

was promised in Application (5.9D).

(8.1) Example. Let C be a compact subset of R U (co} (the one-point

compactification of F). There exists an algebraic extension F of Q(x) such that

the map o h> o(x) carries 911(F) homeomorphically onto C and such that F is

SAP if and only if C contains no pair of distinct conjugate algebraic numbers.

(We regard co as "algebraic", but not a number.)

For example, if C = {\/2, -y/2, tt], then the corresponding field F is not a

SAP field. However, the quadratic extension K = F[\/(x - 2)] is a SAP field.

(The only real places on K are the two homomorphisms carrying -\/(x — 2) to

y/(TT — 2) and to —^(77 — 2).) Thus a non-SAP field can have a finite

algebraic extension which is SAP. This answers a question of Bröcker [20, p.

251]andPrestel[21,p. 151].

We begin the proof of (8.1) with two lemmas.

(8.2) Lemma. Let F be a field and a E F. Let K = F[c70,t7,,... ] and

E = F[bQ,bx,... ] be algebraic extensions of F with a0 = b0 = a and a¡+x = a¡

andb¡+x = b¡for all i > 0. If a $ Z' ■ F' then there is an F-isomorphism from

K to E carrying each a¡ to b¡.

Proof. Let Fn = F[aQ,ax,...,an] for n > 0. Suppose inductively that

an £ Z' • F . Then an+x £ Z' • Fn+X, since otherwise for some c,d E Fn,

(can+x + d)2 = ±an+x. But then 2cd ^ 0 and an = -(d/cf £ -Fn2, a con-

tradiction. The required isomorphism is now easily constructed inductively.
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When the hypotheses of (8.2) hold we write ax/2" for a„. The only other use

we make of this notation is when a is a positive real number; then, a^2"

denotes its unique positive 2"th root.

(8.3) Lemma. Let o E 911(F) and a E a~l(R'2). Suppose a g F'2. Let

E = F[a '  ,a' ,... ] (cf. Lemma 8.2). Then o has a unique extension to a real

place o' on E. The value groups of a and o' are the same, and the residue class

field of a' is K = F'[a(a) ' , a(a) ' ,...] {cf. the paragraph after Lemma 8.2)

where F' = R D o(F).

Proof. There exists an extension aH of o to a field FH which is Henselian,

has the same value group as a, and has residue class field K. By Lemma 8.2

we may regard F as a subfield of FH (apply Hensel's Lemma [18, p. 185] to the

polynomials x2 — a1'2"). Let a' = aH\E. Then o' has the required value group

and residue class field. Suppose a" is an extension of 0 to a real place on F.

Suppose inductively that 0' and 0" agree on Fn = F[ax'2,ax'A,.. .,ax'2"] for

some « > 0. Then there exists an ^-automorphism p of Fn+X and a o{Fn)-

isomorphism 9: o'{Fn+x) -> o"(Fn+x) with o"p = 9a' on Fn+X [p. 152, Chapter 6

of Bourbaki, Algèbre commutative, Hermann, Paris, 1964]. If 9 is not the

identity map, then p is the identity map [18, p. 228]. Hence

0 < o"(an+2)2 = a"{an+x) = 9o'(an+x) = -a'(an+l) < 0,

a contradiction. Hence o"p = 0'. If p is not the identity, then again 0

< o'(an+x) = -o"(an+x) < 0. Hence 0' = 0" on Fn+X. The result now follows

by induction.

We now prove (8.1). Assume C # F U {00} (otherwise take F = Q(x)). We

can write the complement of C in F U {00} as a countable union of intervals

\J?Lx{a¡,b¡) where the a¡ and b¡ are all distinct rational numbers in the

complement of C(thus,a,- ¥= a- # bk^bm if i ¥= j, k ^m).We allow a¡ > b¡;

in this case (a¡,b¡) = {c E R U {00}: c > ai or c < b¡) is an interval about

00. Let/, = ±en{x - an)(x - bn)(x2 + l)~ for all n > 1, where the sign ± is

chosen so that/, is negative on (an,bn). The en are positive integers, which for

the moment can be assigned arbitrarily. Let F0 = Q(x) and set Fn+X

= Fnlfnlltilv ■ • • ] for all « > 0. (For each « > 0,fn+x € Z ■ F„2 since fn+x
has minimal positive value in any extension of the (x — a„+1)-adic valuation

on Q{x) to Fn [Remark 5.2C of R. Brown and H. D. Warner, Quadratic

extensions of linearly compact fields, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 163 (1972),

379-399]. Hence the Fn are well defined by Lemma 8.2.) Let F = U„>02j;. By

construction the (continuous) map 0 i-> o(x) must carry 911(F) into C. Lemma

(8.3) shows that 911(F) must map bijectively onto C (each fn takes finite

positive value at any real place on Q(x) mapping x into C).
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Next suppose that C contains no pair of distinct conjugate algebraic

numbers. Let a be a place from F onto a formally real field F with A0 ¥= 1.

Then |A0| < 2 and E/Q is algebraic. If r and p are embeddings of F into F

then tct(x) = po(x) (to and po restrict to equivalent nontrivial places on Q(x)

and hence assign conjugate values to x). Thus t = p. Thus F has a unique

ordering. The criterion of Elman, Lam and Prestel (cf. Remark 3.5) shows that

F is a SAP field. Conversely, suppose C does contain a pair of conjugate

algebraic numbers o(x) and t(x) (where a, t E 911(F)). We claim we can pick

the e„ so that o(fn+x) £ Z • Kn2, where Kn = ß[a(x)][{a(/)r: i < n,r = \,

\,...}] is the residue class field of a\F„ (Lemma 8.3). Suppose such em have

been chosen for all m < n. There exists an odd rational number p which is

unramified in Q(o(x)) and for which all the nonzero coefficients of all the

irreducible polynomials over ß of the numbers o(fx), ..., o(fn) are ^-adic

units. Then Kn is obtained from Q(o(x)) by a sequence of adjunctions of the

square root of units (with respect to any extension v of the p-adic valuation to

Kn). Hence p has minimal positive value in v(Kn). Thus p £ Z' • K'2. It

therefore suffices to let en+x = p if (x - an+x)(x - bn+x)(x2 + 1)~ £

Z • K'2 and let en+x = 1 otherwise. The claim is proved. Now apply Lemma

8.3 (inductively) to show that |A0| =2 and that the real place on Q(o(x))

sending o(x) to t(x) extends to the residue class field of a. This shows F cannot

be a SAP field (Remark (3.5)). Finished,
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